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ABSTRACT
It is a challenging adventure to pioneer a business in any other country; even
it has become a global trend in this era. People who succeed in cross-national
entrepreneurship should experience some crucial struggles and overcome
countless difficulties to reach this point. Their experiences and retrospectives
behind their successes could be more important to youngsters than their
entrepreneur achievement.
This study consequently purports to gain insights into their successful
experiences and some dominant factors facilitating their pioneer
achievement. Qualitative research methods were employed to interview
some participants, who have successful business with over 2,000 employees
in Viet Nam, to investigate their career experiences and inner ideologies. In
addition, participatory observation was taken to further validate their cultural
adjustment and even fusion into alien countries after analyzing their related
stories. These qualitative data were systematically analyzed and
retrospectively interpreted on the foci of their personalities, inspired events,
cultural infusion approaches, and administrative strategies.
This study on the factors for successful cross-national entrepreneurs finally
reached impressive understanding and inspiration which might encourage
ambitious entrepreneurs to pioneer business oversea. This understanding of
cultural adjustment and infusion experiences is also crucial issue in the
business world, educational fields, and policy-making government.
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